State of Oklahoma
County of Comanche

11/45

I, Warren E. Morey, a resident of Comanche County, Oklahoma, hereby certify that I am a Professional Civil Engineer, and that at the time of filing of the above instrument I made the foregoing descriptions of the above-named subdivision and that the attached map or plan is a correct representation of the land as subdivided, which I hereby designate and name "Sitter Heights" and dedicate streets as shown on said map or plan to the public convenience.
Signed this 21st day of July, 1909.

[Signature]

I, Warren E. Morey, a resident of Comanche County, Oklahoma, hereby certify that I am a Professional Civil Engineer, and that at the time of filing of the above instrument I made the above described subdivision and that the attached map or plan is a correct representation of the land as subdivided, which I hereby designate and name "Sitter Heights" and dedicate streets as shown on said map or plan to the public convenience.
Signed this 21st day of July, 1909.

[Signature]

I, Warren E. Morey, a resident of Comanche County, Oklahoma, hereby certify that I am a Professional Civil Engineer, and that at the time of filing of the above instrument I made the above described subdivision and that the attached map or plan is a correct representation of the land as subdivided, which I hereby designate and name "Sitter Heights" and dedicate streets as shown on said map or plan to the public convenience.
Signed this 21st day of July, 1909.

[Signature]